DECISIONS OF THE DISCIPLINARY BOARD

OF 8th SEPTEMBER 2018

On 8th September 2018, CAF Disciplinary Board held a meeting in which decisions over the cases of the referees named by the media as being corrupted on CAF and Federation Matches has been passed.

The following decisions were taken by the CAF Disciplinary Board regarding the people involved.

1. Mr. Adii Prosper, Referee (Ghana): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities;
2. Mr. Isaka Ayensu Afful, Referee (Ghana): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities;
3. Mr. Yamba Armand Gildas, Assistant Referee (Congo): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities;
4. Mr. Baba Leno, Referee (Guinea): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities;
5. Mr. Hamada Nampiandraza, Referee (Madagascar): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities;
6. Mr. Badiu Ibrahim, Assistant Referee (Ghana): 10 years ban from all CAF related football activities.

The following officials who were provisionally suspended on 5.08.2018, see their suspensions uplifted:

1. Mr. Bello Aboudou, Referee (Benin)
2. Mr. Aderito Marida Silva, Assistant Referee (Guinea Bissau)
3. Mr. Daouda Gueye, Referee (Senegal)
4. Mr. Nkounkou Messie, Referee (Congo)
5. Mr. Blaise Boutamba, Assistant Referee (Congo)
6. Mr. Kokolo Fitial Charel Just, Referee (Congo)
7. Mr. Yekeh Jerry, Referee (Liberia)
8. Mr. Anafo Nathan, Referee (Ghana)
Protests

Ethiopia’s protest against Algeria’s Women Team during the Women AFCON-Ghana Qualifiers 2018 was dismissed.

Match Incidents

1. In regards to Match no.119 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League, E.S.T club (Tunisia) was fined 25,000 USD: 5,000 USD for the throwing of flairs by their supporters, 5,000 USD for the use of laser, 5,000 USD for the firecrackers, 5,000 USD for the water bottles and 5,000 USD as result of their supporters breaking a window.

2. E. S. Setifienne (Algeria) was fined 5,000 USD, as a result of their supporters’ lighting of flairs during match 121 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League.

3. Mouloudia Club D’Alger’s (Algeria) supporters lit fire flairs during match no. 122 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League and the clubb was fined 5,000 USD.

4. Following the use of a green laser during match no. 122 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League by the Difaâ Hassani El Jadidi’s (Morocoo) supporters, the latter was fined 5,000 USD.

5. Wydad Athletic Club (Morocco) was fined 5,000 USD after their supporters lit up fire flairs during match no. 124 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League.

6. For failing to assure the necessary security as the home team during match no. 134 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League, Desportivo 1 de Agosto (Angola) was fined 5,000 USD.

7. Mouloudia Club D’Alger’s (Algeria) supporters’ throwing of water bottles during match no. 130 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League, resulted with the club being fined 5,000 USD.

8. E. S. Setifienne (Algeria) was fined 5,000 USD following the lighting of flairs by their supporters during match no. 130 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League.
9. Étoile Sportive du Sahel (Tunisia) was fined 5,000 USD due to the fact that their supporters lit up fire work in the stands during match no. 126 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League.

10. During match no. 134 of the TOTAL CAF Champions League, the coach of Mbabane Swallows (Eswatini) was sent off for pushing a ball boy. The coach was therefore suspended for 4 matches as well as the club being fined 5,000 USD.

11. Supporters of Gor Mahia (Kenya) threw water bottles at the field during match no. 147 of the TOTAL CAF Confederation Cup; the club was fined 5,000 USD as result for their actions.

12. A player of Rayon Sport (Rwanda) provoked the opposite team’s fans with gestures after scoring a goal; the club was therefore fined 5,000 USD.